Laser-induced breathing modes in metallic nanoparticles: A symmetric molecular dynamics study J. Chem. Phys. 134, 094116 (2011) Abstract. In this report, we investigate numerically the thermodynamics of hollow gold nanoshell (AuNS) irritated by nearinfrared (NIR) light. Simulations are performed for the AuNS in aqueous medium. The nanostructure is illuminated by a nanosecond pulsed laser at plasmonic resonance. The spatiotemporal evolution of the temperature profile inside and outside the AuNS is computed using a numerical framework based on the finite element method (FEM). In particular, we show how the temperature varies with the laser fluence and pulse duration. The aim of this study is to provide a description of the physics of heat release of AuNSs and useful insights for the development of these nanostructures for biomedical applications such as drug delivery, photothermal cancer therapy and optoporation of cells.
INTRODUCTION
The novel surface, optical and electronic properties of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) provide a highly functional and multifunctional platform in biomedical applications particularly in hyperthermal cancer therapy and photothermal drug delivery. The AuNPs support a Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) when irradiated by a laser field. This resonance is due to the oscillatory motion of electrons at the AuNP surface results in the redistribution of the polarization charges at the metal/dielectric interface parallel to the incident electric field. Illumination of the AuNPs at plasmon resonance frequency which depends on the size, shape and the environment of the NPs, results in the conversion of absorbed light energy to heat, and are thermally stable at therapeutic temperatures. At small increase over body temprature this process can be exploited for thermally induced drug release of attached to AuNPs which allows precise, on-demand delivery into the intracellular environment [1] [2] [3] . However, in higher temperature this process leads to killing tumor and cancerous cells [4] [5] [6] . One of the most readily adapted AuNP to the mentioned applications are hollow core gold nanoshells (AuNS), [7, 8] which could adsorb strongly in the near infrared (NIR) tissue window by controlling the shell thickness. This property allows a large penetration depth varying from few millimeters to several centimeters, depending on tissue type even at low laser power densities. Furthermore, the relatively small size (30 -50 nm) of these nanostructures prolongs blood circulation time and increases the chance of crossing the tumor vessel wall, two interesting advantages for an efficient cancer treatment. For the hyperthermia therapy, in contrast to the continuous laser radiation absorption by the tissue, pulsed laser results in minimal heat diffusion, and consequently, minimal collateral thermal damage. In this report, we present thermodynamic response of AuNS to the irradiation of a single and multi-pulsed nanosecond (ns) laser where the AuNS immersed in cellular medium (water). To make sure the AuNSs stay intact during the therapy we restrict our calculations on small values of laser fluences where the temperature increase in the shell of the AuNS is much smaller than the melting point for such a few nanometer thicknesses. Also to achieve a reliable simulation, an electromagnetic and thermodynamic study of the optical heating of AuNS is modeled in the software COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS 4.3b using the finite element method [9] . This program provides state-of-the-art routines and offers accuracy and reliability to solve the differential equations of the nanoparticle systems, which permits to obtain results in all multipole orders.
THEORY AND MODELING
We consider a system consisting of a AuNS with an exterior and interior diameter of 43 and 38 nm, respectively, immersed in water (Figure 1 ). The core material is considered to be water. The AuNS is embedded in a harmonic electric field polarized along the z axis and propagating along the x axis. The electromagnetic response of AuNS is calculated using three-dimensional (3D) full-wave time-harmonic. Assuming time-harmonic electric field, the electric field distribution ) , ( t r E is computed using the Helmholtz equation [10] :
where r is the relative complex permittivity, μ r is relative permeability, k 0 is the wave number and ω is the angular frequency. Parameters of the AuNS and the environment used in the numerical simulations are given in Table 1 . Equation (1) is solved in a spherical domain 10 times larger than the AuNS with an outer perfectly matched layers (PML) shell and a scattering type boundary condition that emulate an infinite domain. This NP is uniformly illuminated by a laser light at its LSPR wavelength. In order to consider an infinite environment, on the outer layer of the simulation domain, we used perfectly matched layers for the electromagnetic waves module and infinite elements for the heat transfer module. A scattering boundary condition as well as a temperature boundary condition was imposed on the external surface. Assuming a non-dissipative host medium, the absorbed and scattered energies by the AuNS is obtained as [11] 
is the intensity of the incident laser beam. The intensity of the ns pulses is modeled by a temporal Gaussian curve, as following:
, F L in the incident laser energy density (fluence) and t l is the laser pulse duration defined as the full with at half maximum of the Gaussian temporal profile of the pulse. In the absence of phase transformations, temperature distribution around optically-stimulated AuNS and water is described by the usual heat transfer equation [12] :
where T(r,t) is the time-dependent local temperature, as c(r), (r) and k(r) are respectively the heat capacity, mass density and thermal conductivity.
is the local heat generation density resulting from the electric current density ) , ( t r j in the gold shell.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1(a) shows the absorption, scattering and extinction cross sections as a function of wavelength calculated by FEM numerical solutions of Maxwell's equations for an AuNS with the given dimensions. As seen in this figure, at LSPR wavelength max = 784 nm, the absorption (1.75 10 4 nm 2 ) is the dominant optical phenomenon rather than scattering. This means that for an AuNS with these dimensions, almost all of the laser energy is being converted to heat where the LSPR wavelength lies in the range of therapeutic window or NIR. Cross-section of the near-field enhancement distribution in and around a AuNS, at max .
We also compared our results with those obtained with Mie theory [13] and found a remarkably good agreement. Fig. 1b shows near- Figure 2a shows the time evolution of the temperature increase profile on the shell's outer surface and the core. Here we study a single ns pulse laser with a pulse duration of t l = 5 ns and F L = 1 mJ/cm 2 . The initial temperature of the system is 293. In this figure, to compare the temporal temperature with the laser pulse profile, we added the laser intensity profile as a secondary vertical axis. The maximum intensity of the laser pulse: I = 1.88 10 9 W/m 2 occurs at t = 10.6 ns. However, the maximum temperature increase at the surface and the centre of AuNS max T = 94.7 K and 94.0 K occurs at t = 11.7 ns and 12 ns, respectively. The AuNS reaches the peak temperature in roughly 2.4 times the pulse duration. The existence of the time delay between the temperature at the surface and the temperature inside the core is explained by the thermal conductivity difference between the gold shell and the water core and medium. Only the shell absorbs incident radiation during the pulse, because water has no electrical conductivity. The shell then dissipates its heat energy in the core and the surrounding medium. Since the core has a small thermal conductivity, it acts as a heat reservoir and keeps a higher temperature than the core during the cooling phase. In figure 2b , we demonstrate the AuNS heating and cooling over time for a multi-pulsed laser field with 21 ns delay and no overlap between the successive pulses (47.6 MHz). This profile demonstrates visually that even at relatively high repetition rate, multiple pulses produce accumulative heating effect over time. Our calculation shows after the first pulse the accumulative heating rate increases at around 0.5 K/pulse. In figure 3 we show how one can manipulate the maximum temperature increase of the AuNS surface by changing the fluence for both single and multipulse of the incident ns laser pulse. Figure 3(a) demonstrates different time-temperature profiles for five different ns laser fluences ranging from 0.1 to 1mJ/cm 2 , for a 5 ns time width. As shown in this figure, for AuNS, changing the energy density of the laser pulse has no effect on the time required for the particle to reach its maximum temperature. This is because the fast transfer of energy from the laser pulse to the electron, and then to the lattice has a picoseconds time scale, which is much shorter than the nanosecond duration of the laser pulse. The maximum temperature varies linearly with the laser fluence with the slope of 93.7 Kcm 2 /mJ. For multipulse heating of AuNSs figure 3(b) represents the temperature increase profile for 5 successive pulses. As seen in this figure the accumulative heating between the successive pulses decreases by decreasing the laser fluence. To further study the temperature profile of the AuNS, surrounding medium (water) and of the core during and after the laser pulse, in figure 4 , we show the temperature increase as a function of the distance from the AuNS center for various times during and after the pulse. As seen in this figure, before the laser pulse reaches its maximum intensity, temperature inside the NP core is lower than the temperature at the NP surface. During that phase, the heat is transferred from the shell to both core and environment due to the extreme absorption of laser energy by the shell. However, after the pulse peak intensity, when the particle starts cooling down, the energy absorption by the shell decreases and the thermal energy transfers from the core to the shell and environment. After the laser pulse stops (20 ns in our case), the heat transfer from the particle to the surrounding medium becomes critical, because the energy source is no longer present in the system.
CONCLUSION
In summary, we have performed time-dependent simulations and detailed analyses to determine the thermodynamic response of AuNS irradiated by a ns single and multipulse laser at LSPR wavelength. Our analysis of the single-pulse mode of heating of AuNS in a biological cell environment (water) has shown that the temperature of the environment in the vicinity of AuNS can reaches to the therapeutic temperature for small values of laser energy density where the AuNS stay intact after irradiation. From our analysis, we have determined that depending on the repetition rate and the laser energy density, the multipulse mode of heating creates a accumulative heating in the environment between two successive pulses. 
